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Scandinavian Authors (SAA) has published in two printed volumes and one online (accessible on line) an
anthology of Danish, Swedish and Norwegian contemporary short fiction. Approximately 400 authors have
contributed to the anthology, including three Nobel Prize laureates. The anthologised material comes from the
period 1978-2005, and includes prose fiction as well as poetry. The first volume, titled 'Traditionelle danske
forfattere', was published as an anthology in 2010 (it contains a number of authors from the 'Folkekultur' or
'Popular Culture' group from Denmark and a lesser number of prominent authors). The second volume, entitled
'Ekstremister og skandinaver', appeared in 2012. The third volume, 'Andre danske forfattere' was published in
2013. As the title suggests, it contains a number of 'Other Danish Authors', such as famous writers in other
genres. TRADITIONELLE DANSKE FORFATTERE (100 STORES) Volume One Edited by Kirsten Lekberg and Carl F.
Thomsen Contents -- 100 STORES, The majority of the stories were selected for this anthology because of the
compelling quality of the texts, and we have tried to select a selection of stories that is representative of the
different genres. Although a small number of stories have a collective theme, the majority of the stories are
independent from each other. The same is true of the age-groups represented. We tried to give equal weight to
each generation. In other words, the age-group of 50 years is represented by about the same number of authors.
To that extent, we have tried to include a certain variety of age-groups. However, it is difficult to ascertain
whether we succeeded in that regard, or the opposite - of that is, that we often found the same authors among
the other age-groups. (Genre theme - Stories) Short story: 100 STORES, May contain brief erotic passages.
Written in a matter-of-fact manner. 100 STORES, This story is written from the first person point of view. The
narrator is a young girl, who lives in a country village, on the edge of the wild forest. The story includes lots of
darker and magical elements. Short story: 100 STORES, The emphasis here is on descriptions of nature, and
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